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SUMMARY

Public health surveillance requires the monitoring of waterborne disease, but sensitive and

specific detection of relevant incidents is difficult.

The Communicable Disease Surveillance Centre receives information from various sources

about clusters of cases of illness in England and Wales. The reporter may suspect that water

consumption or recreational water exposure is the route of infection, or subsequent

investigation may raise the hypothesis that water is associated with illness.

It is difficult to prove beyond reasonable doubt that such a hypothesis is correct. Water

samples from the time of exposure are seldom available, some organisms are difficult to detect

and almost everyone has some exposure to water. Therefore, we have developed a method of

categorizing the degree of evidence used to implicate water. The categories take into account

the epidemiology, microbiology and water quality information. Thus outbreaks are classified as

being associated with water either ‘strongly’, ‘probably’ or ‘possibly ’.

This system allows a broad database for monitoring possible effects of water and is not

confined to the few outbreaks which have been intensively investigated or have positive

environmental microbiology. Thus, for reported incidents, the sensitivity of classifying it as

water associated should be high but this may be at the expense of specificity, especially with

the ‘possible ’ association.

INTRODUCTION

Contaminated water has the potential to cause

extensive outbreaks of illness due to the size of

populations served by some distribution systems and

the large numbers of people who use some recreational

water facilities. The biggest documented drinking

water outbreak occurred in Milwaukee, USA where

an estimated 403000 residents developed crypto-

sporidiosis [1]. The community then experienced a

period of secondary infections [2].

The surveillance of outbreaks of waterborne in-

fection, which are usually of gastrointestinal (GI)
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illness, requires the detection of increased illness in a

population and evidence to demonstrate that water

was the route of transmission. An outbreak can be

defined as an incident in which two or more people

thought to have a common exposure experience a

similar illness, or proven infection where at least one

is ill. There are established mechanisms for collecting

information and for investigating outbreaks in general

which have been tried and tested in national sur-

veillance centres [3]. However, if the outbreak is

associated with water there may be difficulties.

This paper describes problems with assessing

waterborne outbreaks and gives a description of the

current approach to surveillance in England and

Wales.
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DETECTING AND INVESTIGATING

OUTBREAKS

Problems with identifying waterborne outbreaks

Detecting cases

Increases in numbers of clinical cases may be difficult

to detect against the fluctuating background of

gastroenteritis. If illness is severe enough for patients

to seek medical advice then an increase in morbidity

may be noticed within General Practice or through a

morbidity reporting scheme. If faeces specimens are

taken then the diagnostic laboratories may note an

increase in the numbers of referrals. If the specimens

yield positive microbiology then there is the potential

to spot increases in cases of that diagnosis, either in

the laboratory or in local public health departments

or in regional or national centres where laboratory

data are collected. This includes the PHLS Com-

municable Disease surveillance Centre (CDSC) where

there is an automated screening process to look for

unusual increases in weekly reports of certain organ-

isms, including cryptosporidia, giardia and campylo-

bacter [4].

Monitoring disease patterns using laboratory re-

ports is a useful way of looking for major trends but

is prone to major biases due to under-detection,

under-reporting and changes in laboratory methods

[5]. These biases affect geographical comparisons

especially, because of varying practices in GP referral

[5, 6].

Many of the organisms which have been associated

with water ingestion are also spread by other routes of

transmission. Thus observed increases may be non-

waterborne, even if they are genuine outbreaks rather

than random fluctuation in the disease pattern.

Outbreaks of disease which are investigated microbio-

logically but where no causative organism is identified

will not be detected through a laboratory reporting

scheme.

The number of outbreaks of GI illness which go

undetected either nationally or locally is unknown.

Only a minority of laboratory reports of GI pathogens

arise from identified outbreaks. [7].

Water microbiology

Occasionally a water contamination incident may be

reported which will lead to enhanced surveillance of

illness. More often the quality of the water is only

questioned after a cluster of clinical cases has come to

light and water is thought to be a possible route of

transmission. By the time such an outbreak is detected

and investigated the relevant body of water may have

gone, although every opportunity should be taken to

find archived water or environmental evidence (e.g.

ice, reservoirs, filters). With drinking water incidents

the supply may only have been contaminated tran-

siently, with recreational water incidents the flow of

natural water or the changeover in artificial pools may

leave no evidence as to the water quality at the

relevant time. This contrasts with outbreaks trans-

mitted from person-to-person where contacts can be

traced and tested, or with food poisoning outbreaks

where leftover food or ingredients can often be

recovered. Although drinking water and some rec-

reational waters are monitored in accordance with

regulations this is unlikely to help because samples are

collected infrequently and from relatively few sites.

These routine samples are examined for indicator

organisms such as total coliform organisms and

seldom for pathogens. The samples cannot be stored

for repeat testing.

If contamination at the water source is still

continuing at the time of an outbreak investigation

then the pathogen may be detectable, although some

are hard to recover. Failure to detect a pathogen in

the implicated water cannot be interpreted as ab-

solving it.

Epidemiology

Because of the problems associated with the micro-

biological examination of water it is likely that much

of the investigation will rely on epidemiological

evidence.

Descriptive epidemiology

The aim of the investigator will be to establish who

was ill, when and where. It will then become apparent

that the primary cases have been exposed to the same

water supply or recreational source. This fact could,

however, be coincidental due to the patients all living

or working in the same area and thus having other

activities in common, such as eating at the same

restaurant or shopping at the same grocers. Thus the

apparent correlation with water exposure could be an

indirect rather than a direct association (i.e. a

statistical confounding). If the descriptive epidemi-

ology is to be accepted as suggestive of a waterborne

outbreak then attempts must be made to exclude

other routes of transmission appropriate for the

causative organism. For example in a cryptospori-

dium outbreak the data collection should include a

check on whether the cases had been on a farm visit,
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travelled abroad, etc. Lists of checks should be

expanded whenever new knowledge about routes of

transmission is published. Particular attention needs

to be given to the plausibility of the timing, not only

to reflect the incubation of the organism concerned

but the course of the suspected body of water, which

may have been contaminated for a single episode or

longer-term.

Descriptive epidemiology does not furnish direct

confirmation of the route of transmission but may be

useful in raising hypotheses about the cause of the

outbreak which are then tested by an appropriately

designed observational study [8]. Such a study should

also ask questions about other plausible routes of

transmission in case the descriptive epidemiology

failed to expose their possible role.

Analytical epidemiology

Observational studies, whether case-control or cohort

in design, are subjected to statistical analysis to test

the hypothesis of the waterborne route. The in-

vestigator will use a specially designed questionnaire

incorporating standard features to collect data from

patients and from well people who might have been

exposed. Success of the study in illustrating whether

or not water was associated with illness depends

partly on good statistical power. This is achieved

when there are sufficient numbers interviewed in the

two groups, cases and non-cases. Waterborne out-

breaks may yield few laboratory confirmed cases

which lessens the power of analytical studies. A

clinical case definition may be preferable and more

speedy and, indeed, is essential when no pathogen has

been identified.

The power of a study depends on good differen-

tiation in exposure between the ill and the well. Poor

statistical power is sometimes encountered in food

poisoning outbreak investigations. If the exposure

was a single function where guests were offered a set

menu then almost everyone will have eaten the same

food items. Thus, although all the cases will have

eaten the contaminated food item, so too will most of

the non-cases and there will be no apparent statistical

association between consumption and illness. This

should not be regarded as ‘not statistically significant ’

but as inconclusive because the statistical power is low

and the confidence intervals of the estimated risk will

be very wide. Functions offering a wide choice of

buffet items are easier to investigate successfully.

Drinking water outbreaks, as with food poisoning

from a set menu, may have poor power because most

people questioned will have had some exposure to

unboiled water even if it is only for teeth cleaning or

food preparation. If the outbreak and therefore the

study are sufficiently large then an analysis of amounts

of water consumed and risk of illness may yield a

significant association. This is sometimes referred to

as a ‘dose-response’ analysis although it involves the

dose of the potential source of contamination rather

than dose of organisms themselves [9]. A statistical

analysis of trend to look for an increased risk of illness

with increasing average consumption of water was

first proposed by Armitage [10]. It can be partly

implemented using EPI INFO software, although this

only reports on the linear component of the trend. It

is important to check for non-linearity because non-

monotonic increments in risk may be less convincing.

The absence of a significant association with water

in an observational study, using the statistical con-

vention of a probability of no association being %
0±05, should be interpreted in the context of the power

of the study. If power is low then the water may not

be absolved.

The success of the study also depends on the

elimination of confounding effects which could bias

the interpretation, such as age group, sex and

consumption of other drinks. In an ideal situation the

cases and the controls will be interviewed without

their knowing the hypothesized route of infection.

With food poisoning outbreaks of brand-named

products the question can be buried in among many

other brand names and a rapid telephone case-control

study can provide enough evidence prior to publicity

and withdrawal of the product from sale. Suspected

drinking water incidents tend to receive considerable

publicity before or during the study period which may

result in biased responses.

The interpretation of all epidemiological results

must be made with acknowledgement to possible

sources of bias and confounding. This evidence is then

evaluated in conjunction with the microbiology and

water quality information. Conclusions from the

outbreak investigation should follow a decision

making process [8]. This compilation of evidences is

the basis for the proposed classification scheme.

CLASSIFICATION OF RESULTS

The CDSC surveillance scheme encourages reporting

of all outbreaks of infectious intestinal disease,

including those where water is suspected to be the

vehicle of infection [11]. Information about the

outbreak is reviewed as it accumulates and the report
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is added to the data base on waterborne outbreaks if,

and only if, there is some supportive evidence.

Anecdotal reports are not accepted but, because of the

problems indicated in the introduction, acceptance is

not restricted to outbreaks with a lucky investigation

leading to positive water microbiology and significant

statistical epidemiology. Outbreak investigations will

be expected to have covered water and clinical

microbiology, epidemiology and information on water

treatment and quality.

The following set of definitions which rank the

strength of association between water exposure and

illness were introduced in the Communicable Disease

Report (CDR) together with 6-monthly reviews of

water associated illness and environmental water

microbiology for England and Wales [12].

Definitions for use in outbreak investigations are

expressed in logic combinations:

1. Strongly associated with water. Evidence from an

analytical epidemiological study demonstrates associ-

ation between water and illness and pathogen identi-

fied in clinical cases is also found in water

OR

descriptive epidemiology suggests that the outbreak is

water related and excludes obvious alternative explan-

ations and pathogen identified in clinical cases is also

found in water

OR

evidence from an analytical epidemiological study

demonstrates association between water and illness

and water quality failure and}or water treatment

problems of relevance are recorded but pathogen not

detected in water.

2. Probably Associated with water. Descriptive

epidemiology suggests that the outbreak is water

related and excludes obvious alternative explanations

and water quality failure and}or water treatment

problems of relevance are recorded but pathogen not

detected in water

OR

evidence from an analytical epidemiological study

demonstrates association between water and illness

and supporting water microbiology is absent

OR

pathogen identified in clinical cases is also found in

water and supporting epidemiological evidence is

absent.

3. Possibly associated water. Water quality failure

and}or water treatment problems of relevance are

recorded but pathogen not detected in water and

supporting epidemiological evidence is absent

Pathogen identified in clinical
cases is also found in water

Water quality failure and/or
water treatment problem of
relevance but outbreak
pathogen is not detected in
water

B

Descriptive epidemiology
suggests that the outbreak is
water related and excludes
obvious alternative
explanations

D

A

Evidence from an analytical
(case-control or cohort) study
demonstrates association
between water and illness

C

strongly associated if (A + C) or (A + D) or (B + C).
probably associated if (B + D) or C only or A only.
possibly associated if B only or D only.

Fig. 1. Classifications.

OR

descriptive epidemiology suggests that the outbreak is

water related and excludes obvious alternative explan-

ations and supporting microbiological evidence is

absent.

These defined strengths of association of a cluster of

cases with water as the route of transmission are

summarized schematically in Figure 1. Boxes A and B

are hierarchical (i.e. A takes precedence if both A and

B apply) as are C and D.

The categorizations were tested retrospectively on

two sets of outbreaks reported to CDSC. The first set

are six outbreaks which were reported in journal

publications and they are summarized in Table 1.

They all involved cryptosporidiosis and one also

involved campylobacter infections; five were asso-

ciated with drinking water supplies and one with a

swimming pool. In three [14, 16, 17] analytical epi-

demiology, using special observational studies,

showed a statistically significant association with

quantity of water drunk or with head immersion in

the pool incident. In three outbreaks [13–15] oocysts

were recovered from treated water. In the private

water supply outbreak [18] pathogens were not

detected but there were high counts of E. coli

indicating faecal contamination.

Thus in four of the six outbreak investigations

water microbiology gave some supportive evidence to

the hypothesis of water association. In the other two

there were relevant observations from water treatment

records. In one outbreak [16] a part-time treatment

works had been kept in operation longer than usual

during which time water was abstracted which was of

higher than normal turbidity. The relevance of the

timing and the likelihood that turbidity correlated

with cryptosporidium contamination remain debat-
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Table 1. Summary of six published outbreak reports

Reference Date

Number

of cases Organism Summary Association

13 4}88 27 Cryptosporidium Public water supply; descriptive epidemiology

showed association with water from treatment

works; oocysts found in treated water

Strong

[AD]

14 8}88 67 Cryptosporidium Swimming pool ; case-control study showed

association with immersion; oocysts found in water

Strong

[AC]

15 12}88 516 Cryptosporidium Public water supply; descriptive epidemiology

showed association with water from treatment

works; oocysts found in treated water

Strong

[AD]

16 12}90 47 Cryptosporidium Public water supply; case-control study showed

association with water consumption; water

microbiology negative but increased turbidity in raw

water

Probable

[C only]

17 11}92 47 Cryptosporidium Public water supply; case-control study showed

association with water consumption; water draining

from grazing fields had bypassed filtration;

pathogen not found in treated water

Strong

[BC]

18 5}93 43 Campylobacter

and

Cryptosporidium

Private water supply; descriptive epidemiology showed

association; high levels of indicator organisms

found in water, but no pathogens

Probable

[BD]

Table 2. Size and strength of association of

outbreaks reported for 1992–5

Strength of Number of

Number of reported cases

association outbreaks Median Range

Strong 11 53 8–575

Probable 9 40 4–108

Possible 6 19 5–42

able and so this outbreak was arbitrarily classified as

a ‘probable’ association. In the other outbreak [17]

the conditions had led to water from a grazed pasture

bypassing the usual, natural sandstone filtration. This

was considered to be a ‘water treatment problem of

relevance’ and the association was classified as

‘strong’.

These published outbreak reports involve large

outbreaks where there was substantial evidence

supporting the water route. For a wider test of the

classification system it has also been applied to the

surveillance database held at CDSC, looking at all

outbreaks from 1992–5 where water was suspected

[11]. The 26 outbreaks were all classifiable. There were

11 outbreaks where the association was rated as

strong, 9 as probable and 6 as possible. The numbers

of cases involved are summarized in Table 2. The

average size diminishes with strength of evidence,

from a median of 53 with ‘strong’, 40 with ‘probable’

to 19 with ‘possible ’.

DISCUSSION

A surveillance database of information on waterborne

outbreaks requires a consistent approach to assessing

the evidence available. The evidence may be difficult

to collect, as described in the introduction. The

proposed categorization system sets guidelines for the

minimum amount of evidence which is required to

justify recording the outbreak as potentially relevant

for public health study. This should encourage

reporters to send in information even from outbreaks

which have been difficult to investigate, perhaps

because of small numbers of confirmed cases, or

where all the microbiological and epidemiological

findings are negative. Initial reports should include all

episodes where water is a plausible explanation.

The value of this wide set of classifications is that

public health lessons may be learned even from the

outbreaks with minimal evidence. The classifications

may not be reliably specific in that some outbreaks

accepted onto the surveillance database may have

been caused by another route. Every attempt is made

to minimise this by applying the categorizations as

consistently as possible and reviewing the database

whenever new information comes to light, thus

allowing reclassification or deletion if applicable. The

final attribution of the strength of association will

depend on the combination of evidence. Inevitably

there is some arbitrariness involved. An analytical

epidemiological study may just fail to achieve con-
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ventional statistical significance. The interpretation of

what is a relevant water treatment problem may be a

matter of opinion as illustrated in Table 1, reference

16. Although the underlying aim will be to assess

reports consistently over time, it is realized that new

information about water microbiology and treatment

is emerging and so modifications will need to be made

to the way in which these classifications are applied.

However, reproducibility in applying the classifying

technique is paramount, and modifications should be

documented. Successful outbreak surveillance may

help feed this process. Published outbreak reports

have highlighted water treatment problems (Table 1)

and here the associations were strong or probable. It

may be that a well-publicized surveillance scheme

which accepts possible associations will help to

highlight any new water quality problems or unusual

pathogens emerging in the future.

Regular and timely feed back of information to

reporters should help encourage investigation of

outbreaks and completeness of reporting to the

surveillance centre. This feedback is made through the

CDR publication with routine sections every 6 months

and ad hoc coverage of current news items. The

waterborne events and lessons to be learned from

them thus reach a wide readership of public health

professionals. The publication of these 6-monthly

reviews does not preclude more detailed publication

of outbreak reports elsewhere.

The surveillance scheme should allow data to be

monitored over time. Incompleteness in ascertaining

and in reporting outbreaks makes the data potentially

biased, as is the case with all routine surveillance. The

approach to monitoring described here proposes

methods which should reduce that bias although some

incompleteness is inevitable.

Terminology for these classifications has been

devised in a public health context and may not

transfer into other contexts, such as legal applications.
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